Introduction

Mining is an important pillar industry to the economic future of many countries, and the mineral resources will be exploited largely and continuously with the growth of economic development for energy demand [1]. However, the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources will inevitably change the material cycle and energy flows of a regional ecosystem, break the balance of the original ecosystem, and bring a series of eco-environmental problems such as surface subsidence, groundwater penetration, soil pollution and biodiversity reduction [2-4]. The composition, structure and functionality of the mining area ecosystem can be seriously damaged and its stability can be lost, leading to reverse evolution of the original ecosystem. Negative
ecological effects will then become increasingly prominent and the sustainable development and management in mining areas will become a concern [5, 6]. Thus, the restoration of mining area ecosystems is crucial.

Researchers have paid more attention to the ecological damage caused by the evolution of mining area ecosystems and the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources [7-9]. At present, research of mining area ecology is mainly focused on ecosystem health and risk assessment, value estimation of ecosystem services, impact assessment of ecosystem restoration and pollution [10-15]. In the succession of mining area ecosystems, studies are predominantly concentrated on the local succession of the mining land, vegetation or landscape pattern [16-18], especially in the remediation effects of soil remediation techniques or measures adopted in the local succession process [19, 20]. For ecological restoration in mining areas, studies on contaminated site rehabilitation, environmental pollution control and the improvement of ecological benefits using state of the art technologies and advanced methods are more extensive. This includes, for example, transgenic plants in environmental clean-up, nano-enhanced materials and microorganisms for reclamation of mine lands [21-23]. However, most studies neglected the integrity of the ecosystem and ecological process of mining areas, and the research on the influence and law of mining activities on the evolution of mining area ecosystems from a long-term, dynamic view is very limited.

This paper, based on the analysis of the structure, characteristics and functionalities of a mining area ecosystem, explores evolution principles of the mining area ecosystem, summarizes the evolution types and processes, and proposes four ecological restoration modes, including land engineering reclamation, soil improvement and vegetation restoration, secondary wetland construction and ecological self-recovery – according to the different geographical conditions and types of damaged sites in mining areas of the world's major mining countries. This paper is intended to provide a new synthesis of the mining area ecosystem through a comprehensive analysis of global mining ecology, which is a summary and extension of ecological theory of the mining area. This paper also provides a theoretical and technical reference for ecological management in mining areas. The results are of great significance for maintaining the stability and promoting the healthy development of the mining area ecosystems.

Characteristics and Functions of Mining Area Ecosystems

A mining area refers to the production and utilization areas of mineral resources and workers' living quarters (as the core areas) and the economic and administrative areas involved. The overall mining area includes a complete production process, ground transportation, power supply, telecommunication scheduling, production management, life services and other facilities, which can be divided into open-pit mining and underground mining areas. China has abundant coal resources and almost all types of coals, and it is characterized with the regional distribution
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The mining areas in China are widely distributed, and the typical mining areas include northeast opencast mining, central high water level mining and southwest opencast mining (Fig. 1). The mining area ecosystem can be considered as a kind of “social-economic-natural” composite ecosystem established on the basis of the transformation and adaptation to the natural environment. It is mainly dominated by the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources. It is also a complex system formed by the interaction of the residents, the natural-environmental system and the social-environmental system established by humans in the space of the mining area [4, 24, 25].

Structure of Mining Area Ecosystems

As a typical complex ecosystem, the mining area ecosystem is a multi-level, multi-functional and complex dynamic system that refers to the interaction and restriction among humans (mining workers, local residents, etc.), the corresponding natural-environmental system (atmosphere, water, plants, animals, soil, rocks, etc.) and the spatial social-economic-environmental system in the mining area through energy flows, material flows and information flows, and forms a compound ecosystem based on the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources. Humans act as a “coupler” in the ecosystem, and the three subsystems are finally coupled to form a complex ecosystem in the mining area [26].

The mining area ecosystem can be divided into a natural subsystem, a social subsystem and an economic subsystem. The natural subsystem is the foundation of the social and economic subsystems, mainly including non-biological systems (atmosphere, hydrology, land, etc.), resource systems (mineral resources and solar, wind, water, etc.), the biological system of wild animals and plants, microorganisms and artificial cultivation of biological populations. The social subsystem of the mining area is centered on the mine residents, including the relevant environment to meet their needs of production, life, education and medical care, and the consumption system that inputs the material and energy flow to the economic subsystem at the same time. The economic subsystem includes all the available material and energy in mining area compound ecosystem (service industry, agriculture and mining), and is the whole process of mineral resource production to meet the social-economic system demand [16].

Characteristics of Mining Area Ecosystems

The mining area ecosystem is an ecosystem that changes the original system structure, material circulation and energy conversion, and is affected by human production and life. It has the characteristics of a general natural ecosystem, namely the relationship between the biological community and surrounding environment, as well as the ability of material circulation, energy flow and self-regulation. Meanwhile, due to the constraints of social productivity and production relations, the self-regulating ability of mining area ecosystem is weakened [27, 28]. The mining area ecosystem generally has the following characteristics.

- Open: The mining area ecosystem is an opening system closely related to the “natural-economic-social” composite system of the whole society. Therefore, the ecosystem is dominated by the laws of natural-ecological, as well as social-economic laws.
- Artificial: The mining area ecosystem is a human-centered ecosystem, and its production, existence, development and extinction are carried out according to human wishes.
- Complex: The mining area ecosystem is a kind of “social-economic-natural” composite ecosystem, which is dominated by the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources.
- Special energy and material flows: The mining area ecosystem has special energy and material flows, mainly manifested as the energy and material flows being open. Energy flow transmits energy mainly through the human-controlled material flows, such as mining, washing, transportation, energy conversion and material reuse, which is mainly regulated by artificial information flow, and needs a large amount of auxiliary energy and materials.

Functions of Mining Area Ecosystems

The functions of mining area ecosystems refer to the function of the system and its internal subsystems or components. A mining area ecosystem is an open human ecosystem. According to the material, energy, information exchange direction and scope of the system, the functions of a mining area ecosystem can be divided into external and internal functions (Fig. 2).

The external function refers to the effect of a mining area ecosystem on other systems. According to the
internal demand of the system, the material, energy and information exchange are continuously exchanged with the external system to ensure the normal operation and balance of energy flow and material circulation. Internal function refers to the interaction among the subsystems of the mining area ecosystem, mainly to maintain the circulation and smoothness of energy, information and material flow in an internal system, and forms a variety of feedback mechanisms to regulate the external functions to output redundant or unnecessary material, energy to other ecosystems. The external function of mining area ecosystems need to be completed by the coordination of internal function. Therefore, the function of mining area ecosystems mainly performs as input and output of the material, energy, information and people stream in internal and external systems.

Evolution of Mining Area Ecosystems

The evolution of mining area ecosystems refers to the sequential process in which the original ecosystem is disturbed and replaced by another ecosystem with the passage of time and the development of mineral resource exploitation activities. In accordance with the order of time development, the mining area ecosystem has experienced three stages of primitive, predatory and coordinated [27]. The evolution of a mining area ecosystem is closely related to the location, natural climate conditions, mining methods and human production activities. Different conditions make the evolution types and processes of mining area ecosystem different.

Evolution Principle

The evolution of the mining area ecosystem is closely related to the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources. Large-scale exploitation and utilization of mineral resources play an important role in driving the economic development of the mining area and its surrounding areas. However, problems such as depletion of mineral resources, environmental pollution, single pillar industry and other issues have a negative effect on the development of the regional economy. According to the formation and development of the mining area ecosystem, its evolution process can be divided into the formation, damage, rebuild and dynamic balance stages. The specific evolution stages of a mining area ecosystem are shown in Fig. 3.

In the formation stage of a mining area ecosystem, energy and material flows are gradually formed, the relevant production factors are basically completed, and the original ecosystem is less disturbed by the outside and has higher stability. In the damaged stage, a large amount of arable land, woodland, etc. has been converted into industrial and mining land with the development
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of mineral exploitation, the original ecosystem has been damaged and degraded (or extremely degraded), resulting in a series of ecological environmental problems such as soil pollution, surface subsidence and air pollution. In the rebuild stage, the mining industry loses its dominant position of the regional economy with the gradual depletion of mineral resources, and the damaged ecosystem will be rebuilt under artificial restoration measures and self-repair conditions, such as land reclamation, pollution removal and vegetation restoration. Finally, the original ecosystem is destroyed and evolves into a new dynamic and stable ecosystem. However, this evolution process is irreversible, and the damaged or degraded ecosystem back to the original ecosystem is an impossible process.

Evolution Type

The mining area ecosystem can be divided into arid and semi-arid areas and humid and semi-humid areas, according to the geographical location and climatic condition of the mining area. The evolution direction of mining area ecosystems mainly depends on the type of pre-mining ecosystems, location and climatic conditions of mining areas. The types of pre-mining ecosystems can be generally divided into natural ecosystems and artificial ecosystems. The natural ecosystems include aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and the artificial ecosystems include farmland, urban, etc.

The mining areas of arid and semi-arid areas see a shortage of water resource, and the ecosystem is extremely fragile. The exploitation of mineral resources is easy to cause soil erosion and land desertification, and the original mining area ecosystem (grass land, desert and semi-desert, etc.) generally evolves to the extreme desertification or severe desertification ecosystem. However, the mining areas in humid and semi-humid areas generally have flat terrain and high underground water levels, the mining subsidence water will change the original terrestrial ecosystem (farmland, woodland, grass land and residential land, etc.) and make it evolve into aquatic or land and water symbiosis ecosystem (Fig. 4).
Due to the impact of mining activities, the original ecosystem was damaged by severe human destructive interference, resulting in the negative evolution of the ecosystem and finally evolving to extreme degradation. The ecological restoration of a mining area is a kind of gain disturbance to the mining area damaged ecosystem, which makes the damaged ecosystem carry out positive evolution under the dual effects of human disturbance and natural restoration through proper engineering and biological measures, and then reaches the acceptable state of humans. The evolution process of mining area ecosystems is shown in Fig. 5. The mining area ecosystem forms a degraded ecosystem and even extremely degraded ecosystem after negative evolution, while an ideal ecosystem after positive evolution. The positive evolution is the process of the mining area ecosystem evolving in the direction of human expectation through the interaction between human transformation and natural evolution, including the restoration and reconstruction of land, hydrological, vegetation, landscape, etc.

Restoration Modes of Mining Area Ecosystems

For the restoration of a mining area ecosystem, different techniques and methods are adopted according to the characteristics of the object, the target and the specific function after restoration. Also, the restoration modes of mining area ecosystems in global mining countries are different because of different geographical locations, climate conditions and evolution directions. The early restoration mode in Germany was mainly based on forestry and agricultural reclamation, and gradually transformed into a compound restoration mode of tourism and leisure, and species protection; America and Australia mainly carried out landform remodeling and vegetation restoration by land reclamation; in addition, it also include the garden restoration mode in British and Canada, and wetland park, strait park modes.
in South Africa and Japan [29-31]. In China, the practice of ecological restoration in mining areas is relatively late, mainly referring to the advanced models of developed countries such as Germany and Australia, and constantly improving according to the requirements of mining area reclamation. In summary, combined with the reality of mining restoration in global major mining countries, the restoration modes of mining area ecosystems mainly include land engineering reclamation, soil improvement and vegetation restoration, construction secondary wetland, and ecological self-restoration.

**Land Damage in Mining Areas: Land Engineering Reclamation Mode**

Land engineering reclamation refers to backfilling, leveling, overburdening and comprehensive remediation to the sequential backfilling, leveling, covering and comprehensive renovation of damaged land in combination with the characteristics of mining engineering [32]. Its core is reclaiming land, and forms a new ecological community and ecological environment. The land reclamation technics in a mining area are shown in Fig. 6.

– Topsoil stripping reclamation refers to taking the mining production and land reclamation requirements into consideration in the preparation of a mining plan, and planning mining and stripping operations and land reclamation operations as a whole. The topsoil stripped from the open pit can be devoted to land reclamation in-situ or off-site, soil improvement, reclamation, and other uses. The stripped topsoil is generally fertile, it can reduce the soil maturation time and capital investment of the transferred soil effectively during reclamation, and is one of the effective ways of mining area ecosystem restoration. For topsoil stripping reclamation, firstly, calculating the earthwork of each scraper in the width range from outside to inside (the subsidence center) according to the width of the scraper. Secondly, divide the land reclamation areas into different reclamation bands and borrow areas, and each band is approximately the integer times of the width of the scraper. Finally, strip layer upon layer from outside to inside.

– Land reclamation in spoil bank is mainly divided into four steps: from the dumping process to the available state after reclamation, namely basement construction, subject construction, platform construction and slope construction of the spoil bank. The early stage of piling up rock-soil in spoil bank is basement construction, and good basement construction is conducive to the overall stability of the spoil bank. Soft base clearance technology, smooth substrate blasting treatment technology and anti-sliding technology can be adopted to enhance the bearing capacity of the basement rock, improve the anti-sliding ability of the spoil bank and control the slide of rock-soil in the inclined base. Subject construction of the spoil bank mainly includes discharging multi-point waste synchronously, controlling the sequence of discharging the rock-soil and discharging mixed rock-soil, which can extend the sedimentation compression process and time of the waste of the spoil bank in various areas, and reduce the later uneven settlement in the later stage. Platform construction refers to reconstructing
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**Fig. 6.** Land reclamation technics in a typical mining area.
the soil artificially to form the reclaimed planting layer. The integrated reclamation mode of "mining-transportation-disposal" and land leveling, compacting and crack treatment are adopted to reclaim the platform into available land such as forest land, grassland and cultivated land. The protective measures of multi-level steps and fish scale pits can be used in slope construction. Water-retaining walls can be built on the edge of the high-level sidestep to intercept the runoff; suitable grass and trees can be planted on the slope; and big rocks can be piled on the low-level sidestep to stem the sediment on the slope and prevent it from entering the drains on the low-level sidestep to prevent soil erosion.

- Filling reclamation in subsidence land generally includes gangue-filling reclamation, fly ash-filling reclamation and underground-filling reclamation. Gangue is waste rock produced in the process of coal mining and washing, and the gangue backfill method is mainly determined by the purpose of the backfill land and the types of gangue. The burning gangue is usually used for agriculture and forestry-filling reclamation, while the non-burning gangue is used for building land-filling reclamation. The filling methods mainly include the full thickness filling method (farmland reclamation), and filling and compaction layer upon layer method (building land reclamation). Fly ash can change soil texture, increase soil pH, improve soil fertility and water-holding capacity, and not cause pollution to the environment and food chain, which can be used as fertilizer and conditioner to improve the reclamation of dry lands. Underground filling reclamation means filling underground directly with filling material to reduce or avoid ground subsidence, which is the prevention measure of land reclamation. The filling materials can be solid waste (coal gangue and fly ash), cement, sand, and mud, etc.

- Terrace reclamation, dredging and draining reclamation, deep-digging and shallow-filling reclamation are mainly adopted in land-leveling in mining areas. Terrace design is based on the terrain and geological conditions after the collapse, and the framing requirements to determine the section elements and leveling the subsidence land along with the contour line, and transforming the subsidence land into horizontal terrace of circular wide strip or terrace green belt. The reclamation method is generally suitable for the subsidence area with lower groundwater level, and slope zone of the water subsidence area and so on. The dredging and draining method is an effective way to solve subsidence water accumulation with high underground water levels in mining areas, which drains the water in subsidence area through excavating a large number of drainage channels to discharge subsidence water into nearby rivers, lakes and pumping stations, and carrying out the necessary renovation engineering to make mining subsidence no longer accumulate water and be restored. For deep-digging and shallow-filling reclamation, the combination of land reclamation and excavation pond, and digging the subsidence water area deeply, which sinks larger and forming ponds for farming fish, reservoirs, cisterns, or water parks. Using the dirt that dug out to fill the subsidence area which sinks lower up to the natural elevation and leveling properly to use for cultivated land or other lands. The method realizes the goal of simultaneous development of aquiculture and agricultural cultivation, with the characteristics of simple operation, wide application and high economic and ecological benefits. It is generally applicable to deep subsidence, local or seasonal water accumulation in high and medium groundwater level areas.

- Waste dump reclamation is the measure to reduce pollution of the gangue stacking to the environment in order to achieve the purpose of recovering the ecological balance and productivity of the waste dump by shaping, basal improvement and vegetation restoration. Waste dump reclamation generally includes two methods: removing the waste dump and transporting the gangue to the collapse pit or low-lying land as reclaimed materials, and reshaping the waste dump. Most of the waste dumps are cone-shaped; in order to prevent erosion and runoff caused by wind and precipitation, the waste dump can be modified by pushing the soil preparation, slowing down the slope and covering the soil. According to the geometry of the waste dump after shaping, the plastic forms of the waste dump can be divided into terrace type, spiral type and micro-sidestep type. And chemical and biological methods can be used to improve the soil fertility in the waste dump, and create conditions for plant growth in order to achieve the purpose of eliminating harm, beautifying the environment and even obtaining certain economic benefits.

Water Loss and Soil Erosion in Arid and Semiarid Mining Areas: Soil Improvement and Vegetation Restoration Mode

Soil is the stromal and biological carrier of a mining area ecosystem. In arid and semiarid mining areas, soil physical and chemical properties are poor and soil erosion is serious, the natural landscape, water environment, land resources and biological communities are severely damaged, and human survival and social-economic development are seriously affected [33]. What’s worse, soil fertility decreases, curing degree is lower, and water storage capacity and structure are poor in arid and semiarid mining areas after exploitation, which affects the metabolism of plants [34]. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the physical and chemical properties of soil factors that are not conducive to plant growth, and the general improvement methods include covering soil, adding rice husk, lime, fly ash, organic fertilizer, inoculating with mycorrhizal
fungi, applying inorganic or organic additives, etc., which improve soil structure, increase soil fertility and water-holding capacity, and prevent soil erosion [35-37]. Under the premise of the soil system restoration in the abandoned land, the plant community can be rebuilt and the ecosystem can be gradually restored [38].

Vegetation restoration in mining areas is to control soil erosion, accelerate soil cultivation, stabilize soil structure, and form a self-regulating healthy ecosystem as soon as possible. The vegetation restoration technologies mainly include plant species selection and vegetation allocation.

- **Plant species selection:** according to the local climate and soil environment, selecting the plant species with strong tolerance, small water consumption, good water conservation benefits, and short growth cycle initially, then determining them by combining the methods of simulated cultivation in the laboratory, field planting, experience analogy and so on. The selection principles include using native plants with specific tolerance characteristics as the pioneer plants for vegetation construction in mining areas, or introducing alien fast-growing plants. Gramineous herbs have characteristics of simple sowing, high germination rate, rapid growth and good stress resistance in seeding stage, and forming vegetation cover rapidly after sowing, which can be used as the main plant species in the vegetation restoration of a mining area. Legume plants have nitrogen fixation ability, which can improve the soil quality of the barren mining area and promote the growth of the subsequent plants. The shrubs and trees (dungarunga) have a long life cycle and huge root system, can effectively protect the mining environment long-term after planting and be used as the main species for vegetation restoration in mining areas [39].

- **The principles of vegetation allocation** include adapting to local conditions, matching sites with trees, and arbor-shrub-grass stereo configuration, and the stability of biodiversity in the whole mining area ecosystem. The vegetation allocation modes in different mining area sites are different. For example, vegetation allocation modes of platform in spoil bank, first of all, improving soil fertility by planting green manure crops; after green manure crops degradation, replanting shrub and herbaceous plant to further improve the soil fertility level; and planting corps and cash corps when soil indicators reach high-quality arable land levels. For vegetation allocation modes of side slope in spoil bank, stereo planting structure of shrub and herbaceous plant should be adopted, which can play the role of wind and sand fixation. For vegetation allocation modes of surrounding areas in the spoil bank, protective forest should be set up to beautify the environment and prevent wind and sand fixation.

**Subsidence Pit Water in Mining Areas with High Underground Water Level: Construction Secondary Wetland Mode**

The high groundwater level mining area has the characteristics of flat terrain, low buried depth, large recoverable coal seam, large thickness of coal seam and large subsidence coefficient of ground surface. Mining activities will cause surface damage, ground collapse and the destruction of the original drainage system, the collection of atmospheric precipitation, underground water and surface runoff cannot be discharged, and it accumulates in the low-lying areas, forming a small area of sporadic waters or contiguous concentrated waters. According to the condition of water accumulation, the secondary wetland in the mining area can be divided into permanent water accumulation and seasonal water accumulation wetland, and the terrestrial ecosystem gradually evolves into an aquatic ecosystem. The formation of secondary wetland in a mining area is shown in Fig. 7.

Different remediation measures can be taken according to the size of the water accumulation area and
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the water level [40]. Dredging and draining reclamation can be taken in the area with shallow water collapse pit to drain water by establishing a drainage system. Deep-digging and shallow-filling reclamation can be taken in the area with various-depth water collapse pit, continuing to dig deeper the deep subsidence areas and filling the shallow subsidence areas with the dirt dug out for restoration into fish ponds and arable land respectively to realize land reuse. A three-dimensional ecological development mode can be taken in the perennial water area, and reconstruct the subsidence water area into comprehensive land for aquaculture and tourism.

Local “Non-Overload” of Original Ecosystem: Ecological Self-Restoration Mode

Self-restoration is the method relying on natural forces to restore an ecosystem, and natural forces refer to the various biological, chemical and physical functions existing in nature [41, 42], such as climate change, soil natural seed bank, seed natural propagation, and natural characteristics of soil and plants.

The ecological self-restoration of a mining area is divided into external function and internal function, and mainly refer to the input and functions complex, and special energy and material flows.

The ecological self-restoration of a mining area is possible but the local ecological self-restoration in a mining area ecosystem relying only on the self-purification ability, but the local ecological self-restoration in a mining area is possible, such as the self-restoration of water and plants.

Conclusions

The mining area ecosystem is a “natural-social-economic” complex dynamic system dominated by the exploitation of mineral resources and human activities. In this paper, the integrity of the ecosystem and ecological process are analyzed from the perspective of characteristics and functions, evolution types and processes, and restoration modes in mining areas. The evolution framework and restoration modes of the mining area ecosystem forms a degraded ecosystem and even extremely degraded ecosystem after negative evolution, while ideal ecosystems after positive evolution. The objective of our study was to grasp the evolution characteristics, laws and patterns, and to seek effective technical measures and methods for the positive evolution of the mining area ecosystem, as well as promoting land reclamation and restoration practice in mining area to improve the stability and sustainability of mining area ecosystems.
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